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1. Introduction 
Gourmet fast nutrient concatenation Hell Pizza is a taking concern in the New

Zealand nutrient industry. Hells Pizza, a New Zealand based company was 

founded in 1996 by Callum Davies thenceforth joined by Stu McMullin and 

Warren Powell -they called themselves 'Unholy Trinity ' ( Hellpizza, n. d. ) , 

opening their first eating house mercantile establishment in Wellington. Hells

Pizza rapidly became a thriving success and spread outing throughout the 

state. A tool that was critical to the success of this concern endeavor was the

use of Internet by offering an on-line pizza telling service as a agency of 

marketing their merchandises and services. Hell is largely a franchise 

concern. Presently there are 64 franchises in New Zealand, 11 in Australia, 3 

in United Kingdom and late there have been negotiations of establishing its 

shops in Ireland, Canada and India - as portion of their much popular motto 

'Global Domination ' . Hell Pizza good known for its quality toppings, original 

sauces and meats and more late due to a TV3 'Target ' expose , healthiest 

pizzas in New Zealand. The company is besides known for its humourous and

bizarre advertisement manner and have in the past semen under changeless

examination for those grounds. 

2. Discussion 

2. 1 Business Demographics 
Hell was first Kiwi Company to present on-line pizza telling which is 

accessible through this nexus: hypertext transfer protocol: //hellpizza. co. nz.

This web site is a really of import as it is a manner in which to pass on with 

its clients ; and aside from nutrient orders, it besides provides information 

about Hell Company and introduces new merchandises and alterations to 
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their bill of fare. Another popular communicating tool is the toll free figure 

which allows clients to name free from any land line or nomadic phone. 

Some of the characteristics this toll free figure can offer includes: selecting 

and puting their order in a shop or mercantile establishment of their pick. All 

Hell shops are connected to an intranet waiter which ensures answerability 

and effectual service reactivity. 'Pizza wars ' is a truly interesting application 

besides offered in the intranet service which helps shops to look into how 

many pizzas are sold in others shops. This application creates healthy 

competition and challenges shops to continuously better their services. 

Emailing is another tool of communicating used and is managed under a 

particular section by Mr. Lullu. The function of this section is to maintain all 

the shops in New Zealand informed of new policies and publicities every bit 

good as managing client attention and feedback. The anchor of the Hell 

intranet service is a package called Spikefin Hell Man. Recently, due to a 

significant addition clients using this service, Spikefin Hell Man has come 

under fire causation mayhem due to system malfunctions. Some of these 

jobs include complete system shut down ensuing in late orders and 

inevitably losingss in net income. These jobs are indefensible and 

betterments need to be made in developing the intranet services 

consequently. As they say in the film `` if it 'ai n't broke make n't repair itaˆ¦ 

and if you ca n't crush em ' , fall in mutton quad '' . 

2. 2 Organizational Goals 
The Hells Pizza mantra is to supply `` the best blasted pizzas you are likely 

to eat in your life clip '' ( Hellpizza, n. d. ) . In their words `` We are non 

merely a pizza concern - we create a retail dinning experience! When you 
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buy a service, you buy an activity carried out for you - but when you buy an 

experience -you wage to be entertained, immersed, and engaged in a 

personnel-a memorable manner '' ( Hellpizza, n. d. ) . Hell Pizza has really 

rigorous protocols associated with client attention, merchandises and 

services. Negative feedback is good illustration of this committedness. If a 

client sends negative feedback sing their service they are committed to work

out that issue within 24 hours. Their chief concern is to supply best nutrient 

on clip. If an order is tardily, they are adequately compensated with a 

warrant that their issues will be dealt with fleetly and expeditiously in future 

interactions. 

2. 3 Organizational Culture and Ethical motives 
What distinguishes this endeavor from your mean pizza fast-food mercantile 

establishment is the subject 'Hell ' of which it marketed to its clients. These 

include names of its nutrient merchandises e. g. pizzas named after the 

'seven deathly wickednesss ' ; usage decor and trappingss ; coffin-shaped 

pizza boxes and many more. The clever usage of names and wordplaies 

efficaciously captures the attending of their audience, in this instance 

potency clients and bystanders. Furthermore, it is non to state that these 

selling schemes have non endured some recoil in the media. In October 

2006, Hells Pizza launched a run to advance a new pizza on their bill of fare 

'Lust ' affecting the distribution of 170, 000 branded rubbers. Acerate leaf to 

state this incident spurred a moving ridge of controversial arguments as 

whether this company had gone excessively far in its pursuit for net income. 

Now non all promotion for this company has been bad, in fact Hell is besides 

known for its engagement in societal activities, philanthropy one might name
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it. Hell is important subscriber to charities that care for people affected by 

natural catastrophes and staff or associates in demand. Furthermore, Hell 

helps give back to their several communities through recycling all their 

plastics, glass, Sn etc and more late giving free eco-bags to clients with 

every order. 

2. 4 Management of Knowledge Resources 
The direction of cognition resources in Hells Pizza enterprises occurs by 

assorted interactions and agencies. From a top-down position, information 

flows via the usage of preparation manuals for directors and staff ; a 

preparation and accreditation system for people wishing to open a Hell 

franchise ; direct contact from Hells head-office in individual or electronic 

mails ; and experience-based preparation for new staff. An illustration of 

these procedures in pattern is the Hells Pizza developing manual 'Book of 

Hell ' , once more smartly coined 'the fundamental law ' ( Hellpizza, n. d. ) . 

This manual includes the full Hells bill of fare, ingredients, and instructional 

formulas for staff to go familiar with in the preparation procedure. 

Furthermore, when this preparation procedure is completed, functionaries 

from the Hells Pizza head-office are required to measure the preparation of 

new staff through a practical scrutiny. 

Similar to top-down attacks, information besides flows bottom-up. Hells 

caput office welcomes all types of input from its staff and clients, for 

illustration, suggestions or recommendations on how to better their 

merchandises and services. Hell Pizza encourages its stakeholders to take 

part in determination devising. An illustration of this can be illustrated in 

Hells vote signifiers distributed with each order inquiring them which drinks 
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they prefer: coke or Pepsi. In Hells enterprise to take a new sposor for their 

drinks range, client input and engagement is besides seen as valuable. 

2. 5 Group Dynamics 
Inside Hell shops there are many verbal and non-verbal ways to pass on 

between different subdivisions. There are four chief subdivisions in Hell 

shops including: forepart counter, make-bench, frier and drivers. Effective 

communicating is necessary between these four subdivisions. Printed 

dockets are besides tools of communicating in that they guarantee prompt 

and effectual direction between subdivisions. Apart from that there are 

besides non-verbal tools of communicating. For illustration, bringing bags 

that are non closed means that the order is non ready or uncomplete. 

Placement of printed dockets on make-bench, frier and cut country is 

besides a non-verbal tool of communicating. These sort of verbal and non-

verbal techniques help staff to work efficaciously in squad and avoids 

struggles. Verbal communicating is chiefly done so in English linguistic 

communication. 

2. 6 Meeting direction 
Every twelvemonth on Halloween, Hell Pizza organizes a national degree 

conference. This conference is about admiting and honoring their shops, 

directors and staff that have excelled that twelvemonth. Another portion of 

the docket is Hells monthly staff meetings and possibly and the occasional 

party. Every member of the crew are encouraged to show their thoughts 

during these meetings. The occasional party is an agency of developing good

working environments. And all else aside, meetings besides take topographic

point on day-to-day footing to discourse everyday concern planning. 
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2. 7 Stakeholders 
Suppliers and clients are the two chief stakeholders of Hell Pizza. Davis 

Trading Ltd is chief provider which supplies most of merchandises to Hell 

shops in New Zealand. KSV is vegetable and Coke supplies drinks to all shops

in New Zealand. All these providers are connected through intranet. The 

chief tools of communicating with these providers are via the intranet, 

electronic mails, facsimile and telephone. Other agencies of communicating 

include: telecasting, postings, signboards, typically used to market and 

publicize their merchandises and services. 

2. 8 Network 
Hell is traveling with the timesaˆ¦ utilizing Facebook and other networking 

web sites for selling intents. Recently they have begun utilizing Youtube to 

run 'deliver me to hell ' , a picture cartridge holder which some might state is

seeking to make out to a younger audience. This cartridge holder was one of 

the most viewed cartridge holder of New Zealand. Sponsorship is besides 

turn outing to be a successful selling tool, making webs by patronizing 

Television plans such as 'Pulp Sport ' . 

3. Summary. 
Hells Pizza company is without a uncertainty one of the more successful 

concerns in the New Zealand and with good ground. Hells Pizza utilises 

assorted manners of communicating in its concern kineticss. Each signifier of

communicating or interaction is handled with efficiency, whether its client 

feedback, staff preparation, trade name advertisement or selling, Hells Pizza 

maintains a high criterion quality services. And despite media recoil on some

of their advertisement, it would look that the promotion has done more good 
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than harmaˆ¦ so possibly 'global domination ' is non excessively far off the 

grade. 
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